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Tickets For Musical
On Sale Now
At Box Office
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Grab Your Date Now
For All-College
Mardi Gras March 5

Vol. XXXII

Kaleidoscope
By WALTER WRIGHT

Forensic Tourney Opens
With Extemp, Oratory

TAKE LEADS IN STUDENT MUSICALE

Some whimsical person wandered
into the office of one of our liberal
weeklies a few weeks ago with a
Finals in All Divisions Slated Tomorrow;
Committees Named for Annual College Dance;
solution to a problem that has
plagued most of us during the past
Stockton J. C. Entries in All Fields
year. "The trouble with wars now
George Cavalli May Provide Music
adays," he volunteered, "is that they
Quality rather than quantity is the keynote of the second annual Pacific
occur in the most inconvenient places.
Not only are they fought in the midst Junior College Tournament now being held on the local campus. All in
Promising to be the most widely publicized event of the current school
of masses of civilians, who often get all, eight institutions of higher learning have sent representatives to com
year, Pacific's Third Annual Mardi Gras moved into the campus spotlight
hurt, but usually they involve place pete in debating, extemporaneous speaking, and oratory.
this week with the announcement of organizing committees by Vincent
names that no one can spell or pro
Riverside, Pasadena, Reedley, Sacramento, Bakersfield and Coalinga
Peck, senior class president, who for the second time is heading arrange
nounce. The cure for all this is to tion here. Sole four year institution •
ments for the college play day.
have a special area prepared where entering lower division students is
all future wars can be held .
• Chairman Peck has set Saturday,
Pasadena College. Of course, Stock
The protagonist suggested picking ton Junior College will be represent
March S, as the date and has chosen
out some place like northern Austra ed in nearly all sections of competi
Stockton Civic Auditorium as the
lia, where the population is almost tion.
setting. More than 200 couples over
negligible, and building there a model
last year's record crowd of 600 dates
Robert Clark, debate coach at Pasa
battlefield with two opposing sets
are expected to attend. Hall decora
dena College is sending three men's
of trenches. Whenever two nations
tions and programs are to follow a
teams and one women's team to enter
felt impelled to resort to arms, they
Mexican theme although those who
debate, with several entering oratory
participate in the event are not re
could send a small picked army to
and extemporaneous speaking as well.
quired to dress in Mexican style.
this international zone to fight.
For Last year this school furnished win
the benefit of headline writers and ners in several events, and will be
OUTSTANDING DANCE
readers, he suggested that place- trying to repeat today and tomorrow.
An attempt to typify in collegiate
names could be arbitrarily adopted
style its more famous archetype, the
Pasadena Junior College, which
One New Prof.
which would give us less difficulty furnished 1937 winners in men's de
New Orleans funfest, the Mardi
than "Schezschuan," "Villaradeblo," bate and women's extemporaneous
Combining drama, music, and dance in the only student musicale of the year, Pacific's artists unite
Gras is the outstanding college dance
•etcetera.
Mendenhall Talks
of the year, set to the swing of an
next Thursday, Friday, and Saturday to present Victor Herbert's "Mile. Modiste." Starred in the
Nine additional classes in the Col
speaking, is sending three teams to
This may not seem to you a pres try to repeat their former success. lege of Pacific and seven new classes
outstanding orchestra, and attended
lead is Miss Norma Bentley who portrays Fifi. Playing opposite Miss Bentley is Erwin Ruff in
sing problem, but some day is is very Bakersfield J. C., noted as the former in the Stockton Junior College have
the role of Captain Etienne de Bouvray.
First step in the Far Eastern by everything from Mickey Mouse to
possible there will be a war involv headquarters of Pacific varsity debat been added to the curriculum for the
Emergency Fund program on the the "Queen Mary."
ing Popcapetl, or Abeokuta, or even ers Nichols and Hancock, will send present spring semester, according
Having its inception two years ago
Pacific campus will be taken this
Bwanamkubwa, and then you'll be several teams. Reedley J. G, coach to the presidents of the two institu
afernoon a 4 o'clock when Dr. W. with ex-president of the student body
ready to do as he suggests—-select ed by former Pacific varsity debater, tions.
O. Mendenhall, president of Whittier Ed Simonsen, as the originator and
an Australian wasteland for a ter Coke Wood, Sacramento, and Reed
College, speaks at an informal dis first chairman, the idea has fast
The new classes and their instruct
rain, and let these octosyllabic im ley also have good representation in ors in the College of Pacific are:
cussion tea in the S. C. A. rooms gained popularity both with the un
dergraduates and graduates. Only
ponderables be represented by a few the present tournament.
at Anderson Hall.
Old Testament Backgrounds, by Rab
short and simple pseudonyms like ENTRIES
Dr. Mendenhall, one of the out requirements for alumni admission
bi Levy; Rural Social and Economic
Moo, Coo, Boo, Poo, et al.
standing peace leaders in America, this year will be complimentary in
Entries at press time indicate that Problems, by Bollinger; Furniture
will discuss the Sino-Japanese war vitations sent to them through the
I would suggest going farther still. fifteen men's debate teams will be and Interior Decoration, by De Mar
situation and its relationship to the committee in charge of the affair.
Since we are restricting the scope struggling for the men's title, with cus Brown; Radio Workshop and
American student, a topic which NATIONAL PUBLICITY
and complexity of warfare there five women's teams fighting it out in Radio Writing and Production, un
should prove of interest to the local
seems to me no reason why we can their section.
For the first time in the history
From twenty to der the supervision of John Crabbe;
leaders attending the affair
of the ball there is a distinct pos
not restrict it to the point where the twenty-five men extemp. speakers and The Brownings Classical Poems, by
A group of sixty people is ex sibility that the Mardi Gras will re
field of hostilities could be enclosed fifteen women entering their division Farley; Advanced Design, by Ward;
by protected bleachers for the bene will make extemporaneous speaking Story Telling, by V. McCall; and
Current Show Heralded as Outstanding Production in School Annals; pected to hear the Whittier prexy, ceive some nation-wide publicity.
including several faculty members Confronting several publicity med
fit of the Press, and equipped with about the largest division of competi Metalcraft, taught by Ward.
and Stockton business leaders in iums with the universal appeal of
hospitals, dormitories and a club tion. The oratory section will in
The instructors and their new
Small
Admission
to
be
Charged
for
Wednesday
Rehearsal
addition to outstanding members of such a college dance, Peck has made
house. After all, if we're going to clude about fifteen competitors.
courses in the Stockton Junior Col
the student body.
several contacts that may make it
kill each other, we might as well be
Stockton Junior College entries in lege are: General Geology-Miner
Pacific's
collegiate
version
of
Victor
Herbert's
famous
operetta,
I The Southern California educa- possible to nationally advertise Paci
civilized about it.
debate are Pulich and Phifer and alogy, by Waldo; Public Relations
"Mlle. Modiste," starring Erwin Ruff and Norma Bentley in the tor's remarks will set the keynote fic's event-of-the-year.
The battlefield would have to be Biddick and Griffiths among the men, and Advertising, by Windmiller; Ap
lead roles, will be presented on the Little Theatre stage next Thurs- *°f tlae ,Far Eastern Commission Although not yet definitely de
reserved in advance, so that when and Vanden Akker and Bartholomew plied Psychology, by J. Smith; Vo
day, Friday, and Saturday, February 17, 18, and 19.
drive to be staged locally during the cided, it is probable that George Ca
one country was defeated, two more among the women. Local extemp. cation for Men, by Corson; Vocation
valli, ex-Pacific student, will provide
could move in and begin hostilities speakers include the debaters, Wil for Women, by Berg; Public Safe
Hailed
by
fanfare
and
acclaimed
by
publicity
as
the
outstanding
Sophomores and Senior Col
the music. Cavalli has been broad
without any expensive delay. The liam Russell, Caswell Stockard,«and ty, by Breeden; and Men's Track
student production of the year, the only college musicale in two The talk is being sponsored by casting over NBC this past winter
lege students who desire Tu
field would have to be charted to Forrest Greenberg. Orators will be Team, under the supervision of Jack
berculin tests will be able to
years has already enticed a large number of out of town music the Far Eastern Commission, division and, if selected, will further the
scale in each case, so that one square Russell and Greenberg.
son.
have them by calling at the In
•lovers through mailing channels. Al- 0f the Student Christian Association, chance of a broadcasting hook-up
meter would represent so many SCHEDULE
One new instructor, Prof. Fast, has
firmary Monday. These tests
though ticket sales were erroneously under the chairmanship of Hin-Oi with an already contacted chain, ac
This morning at 9:45 comes the been added to the Stockton Junior
square kilometers of France or Tex
are not compulsory but are be
reported to be under way last week, Young. Publicity for the tea was cording to Peck. Another possibility
as or Ouagadougou. If the warring second round of extemp., at 10:45 College faculty. Prof. Fast taught
ing given in answer to numer
the ticket office will be open without I prepared under the direction of Wal of national attention has been through
countries didn't care for a territorial the second round of oratory. Round at the University of Colorado for one
ous requests.
Students are
fail this next week.
ter Wright.
the opportunity to contact a motion
war, and were simply and altruisti- three of extemp. comes at 3:15; year and has been instructor at,Stan
urged to take their tests early
REHEARSAL ADMISSION
picture for a news picture. At the
cally interested in making the world I round three oratory at 3:15. The ford University for the past five
as re-checking of each student
same time, contact has been made
As a concession to students who
safe for something or other, this I fourth, fifth, and sixth rounds of years. He will work in the Political
will take considerable time.
with a nationally distributed pictor
may
not
be
financially
able
to
attend
plotting to scale would not be nec-1 debate wil take place at 4:30, and and Social Science departments.
ial magazine for coverage of the
the later performances, or who have
essary. In the case of an idealistic 8:45 respectively,
party.
other activities during the week end
war, as soon as one army succeeds in I This Saturday morning at 9:45
QUEEN SELECTION
Wednesday night's dress rehearsal
reaching the enemy's goal posts the I comes extemp. finals, and at 10:45
will
be
open
to
all
Pacific
Student
Queen of the Mardi Gras will be
war is technically won, the shining oratory finals.
In the afternoon at
Association members for fifty cents.
chosen in the same fashion as last
and enduring verity it was fought 1 ;15 will come the seventh round
year's regent, Edith I jams. Each
Mrs. Irving Goleman, who is an No outsiders will be admitted, and all
over is technically protected for all of debate, with the eighth, and maywomen's living group will be asked to
authority on psychiatry, will lead in seats will be available at the same
time, and the armies will have to give be the last at 2:30
enter candidates, to be presented in
price.
formal
discussion
groups
on
"Men's
up the field to the next in line.
Managers of the tournament emassembly Thursday, February 24.
Herbert's tunes, still catchy and
and Women's Relations" beginning
A ten-minute bus service should Iphasize that everyone is invited to
Election will be held to pick the
with
a
full
quota
of
swing
potion,
Wednesday,
February
16th,
at
4:00
be installed between the front and witness any of the contests. By
queen on the following Thursday and
give
several
of
Pacific's
well
known
p.
m.
in
the
"Y"
rooms.
This
group
the war-correspondents' hotel, so I coming to the social hall, interested
Ed. Note:—The following ar- Friday, March 3 and 4. Announce
voices
an
opportunity
to
display
their
is open to both men and women, and
that the journalist could manage to I students and townspeople may find
it is hoped that there will be an talent. Norma Bentley as Fifi will ticle represents the opinion of the ment of the winner will be made
get away for lunch or a little poker out where,, the contest they would
equal representation. It will continue sing "Kiss Me Again" and "The writer alone. Individualistic in on the night of the dance with the
in the hotel bar without doing ser- I like to hear will be held,
Grand March.
Gives
Lecture
in
Spite
of
Difficulties
for a period of six weeks at the same Nightingale and The Star". Erwin | viewpoint, the story attempts to
ious injustice to history. If the com
As previously announced, Bob
Ruff
in
the
role
of
Etienne
de
Bouvpoint
out
a
vastly
different
side
in
day and hour. The discussions will
bat happened to be particularly dra
Bastian will be in charge of decora
ray will render "The Time and the
Sino-Japanese conflict.
be
centered
about
the
questions
which
Despite having to deliver his lecture by candle-light and flash-light as
matic ... if for instance it were
By Bob Bastian
tions. Erwin Farley will choose the
Place and the Girl."
well as by Thomas Edison's well-known Mazda, Dr. William J. Miller, the students bring to be answered.
a Major Cataclysm, A World Trag
winning
costumes and award the
No
is
ore
n
the
f
ront
™
°
It is important for all those who wish COMEDY ROLES
r ,
head of the Geology Department of U. C. L. A., managed to shed conedy ... the reporter might purchase
_
, . ,
,
pages today than the conflict in China, prizes for the most original and col
f ,
to attend these meetings to attend the
Featured in the comedy spot of the Lj there is among us an almost orful outfits. Tom Coffee will take
from the hotel a World-War-Specsiderabe light on the topic, "Our Sierra Nevada," in the second of the first meeting Wednesday because
production is Anne Blundell, who unanimous sympathy for the Chinese charge of the refreshments. Maestro
ial-Box-Lunch, and thus spend the
Pacific Lecture series last Wednesday evening.
those not attending the first meeting takes the part of an American tourSuch single-mindedness is a Al Harkins is in the field for a good
cause
entire day in the bleachers.
will not be admitted thereafter. In ist, Mrs. Hiram Bent. High spot in
In the middle of the noted geool-+
most questionable circumstance. This orchestra leader, working hand in
Perhaps the millenium will come.
ogist's interesting talk, wind-blown by erosion and constant splitting of the case of too large-a group, prefer Miss Blundell s portrayal comes with art;de wiu attempt to point out what
hand with John Crabbe, who hopes
They say that the evolution of the
power lines ceased transmitting elec the earth's crust.
Which fact ac ences will be given to S. C. A. mem her version of the hilarious The may j-^ a justification for the un
to realize the dream of a national
race is a slow history in the refine
tricity to the Pacific Auditorium and counts for the many mineral deposits bers.
Keokuk Culture Club
sequence. p0pUiar p0jnt of view. Why do we hook-up.
ment of cruelties. I question that.
William Workman fills another com- stand wh0lly and aggressively for
Value and Significance of Natural the speaker was forced to combat the in the Sierra Nevada.
Bill Ijams will arrange for the
So far we have contrived to reach
Erosion continued through the re
darkness separating audience and
edy role, singmg Love Me, Tove Qne s£de o£ dds COnflict? Some of programs. Lighting will be under
such subtleties of olfactory refine Science" was discussed by Dr. Willim himself with candle and flashlight for mainder of the Cretaceous period and
My Dog." Other songs featured in
reaSons are these •
the enlightened touch of Marion
ment as those fumes which are guar J. Miller, head of the geology depart a major portion of his address.
in the Terceary era. Rivers, faults
the show are "The Mascot of the
Qur economic prejudices are ob. Akers and publicity will be handled
anteed to wither the lungs at a whiff ment of the University of California
and cracks in the mountain surface
Troop , and the stirring I Want |v;ous ^/e hold the ambigous tra- by Tom Rippey, assisted by Bill
We have perfected to its quintessen at Los Angeles, yesterday morning at GEOLOGY AUTHORITY
caused formation of V-shaped can
What I Want, When I Want It.
dition of the "Open Door" and, with Becker, and Carl Frisen.
the
general
assembly.
tial refinement the delicate art of hu
Dr. Miller, a Pacific alumnus and a
According to Dr. Miller, natural recognized authority on the geologi yons and the streams carried de
A ballet number included in the I £wo European powers, exploit China COSTUMES FOR RENT
man incineration. How envious the
posits to the ocean floor, resulting in
program will solo Verna Dunstan, freejy Japan is merely a poor cusFor those students who are un
Tuggernaut would be if he knew of|science is based upon use of the cal structure of California, outlined
the building of the Coast Range.
to top off the most widely diversified tomer> not subject to exploitation, able to concoct costumes of their
the millions who can be piled today I scientific method, and facts must e the history of the Sierra Nevada and
CENOZOIC AGE
production of the year.
even claiming parity in the use of own, the committee has arranged for
on one altar, and the other millions based on experience or observation, Coast ranges and revealed interest
All students and members of
Then came the Cenozoic Age with
who can be made to believe that their The second step is the interpretation ing origins of the various forma
Costuming the cast has taken sev- our own outworn imperialistic habili- a costume wardrobe to be under Jean
its big "tilt," which slanted the Sierra
the faculty interested in the
Westrum's direction. The costumes
immolation there is a supremely of the facts with their complete dis- tions. He further stated that while
eral months of preparation, the cos- ments.
into the present sloping condition.
formation of an international
beautiful thing.
cussion. The third step is the dif- we are not so cognizant of the fact,
tume crew using over 400 yards of
We attribute our partisanship to will be on exhibition the week pre
Then came the Great Ice Age when
affairs club on the campus are
Let's assume the millenium will lferentation between fact and hypo- the earth is constantly changing and
fabric. Faye Lovegren and Margaret love of justice and sympathy for the ceding the dance, the place to be an
glaciers helped the rivers to cut
urged to attend the meeting in
come Let's assume that even in theIthesis. Nature has a three-fold rule: that forces affecting physical fea
Lefever have been in charge. Most beleaguered—humanitarian
reasons, nounced later. As they have been
wider grooves in the canyons, es
the "Y" rooms next Tuesday
civilized luxury of killing we may Law, order, and change. Nature is tures are just as active today as they
of the women's wardrobe, has been May I say that there can be no peace rented by the school from Goldstein's
pecially at Yosemite Valley, where
afternoon at 4 o'clock. Sug
some day see operating the inexor- not haphazard, and there are no acci- ever were.
made under their direction, while I in a world which sympathizes more of San Francisco, there will be a
two big glaciers met and poured
gested by Dr. G. A. Werner,
ahle law of diminishing returns, dents m nature Dr. Miller used the
the men's costumes have principally I with blood spilled in one cause than small charge for the various garbs.
"The Sierra Nevada has already into the canyon, widening and deep
the organization of such a
Someday we may be reading some- development of the theory of evolu- gone through most of its condition
been brought in from the outside.
[with suffering in the opposing fac
group will depend upon the
ening it to change it from a V,• sort everyday
pvervdav in our|tion
A
special
invitation
has
been
ex-1
tion,
thing oft this
^ to illustrate his point,^ stu(knt ing process, so to speak," the U. C. shaped to a U-shaped opening. There
turnout at this meeting.
tended to Miss Ninon, stylist and) Look beyond the incidents of this
L. A. professor said, "but the Coast were three such glaciers grooving
According to Bill Becker,
"'Swwas made today as the must beware of prejudice, supersti
columnist for the San Francisco|embroilment. Let the dead lie dead.
chairman of the organization
nisiory
>
d thirty ti°n» dogmatism, narrow-mmdedness; Range is still in the 'baby' stage, be the Sierra Range during the Ice Age
Chronicle. Although it is not definit- There can be littte doubt that Japan s
American for«
thirty|
^
^
^
^
q{
M ing only a million years old, and the and giving the mountains the same
committee, "here is a real
ely known that Miss Ninon will ac- conquest will avail it little of per
yards into Brazi i
^ dum_ scientific work requires patience, earthquake of 1906 and more recent general contours which they now
chance for students who are in
cept, there is reason to believe she|manent value in terms of colonial or
disturbances might be termed 'grow have. All lakes in the high Sierra
the fac* of an in
, •
terested in world affairs to get
tbe honesty, and rationalism,
will attend one of the performances, even economic expansion. The point
dum fire they proceeded during t
ing pains.'"
Supporting his statement, Dr. Mil
are the result of glaciation.
together, discuss and gain a
General direction has been under is that Japan is driven to China by
forenoon in capturing the city• ot I
showed hoW) in the course o£ MESOZOIC PERIOD
Before Dr. Miller reached the end
better understanding of what's
DeMarcus Brown. Horace Brown of a tremendously powerful expansion
Boo, which lies seventeen y^ds south I
^ inventions have Beginning with the Mesozoic per of his discourse, the watts came back
going on all around us."
the Conservatory will be in charge of of its culture. We may be most
.
, rome from practical application based iod when all of California was under to life and thus the geology lecture
the orchestra and Francis Bowerman cynical of Japans Messianic urge,
last of the Brazilians were retreatIn closing, the water, the land-prober traced the wound up in a blaze of glory and
reSearch.
February 24, 25, 26 is marked by
has made the arrangements for the but until we can accept the national
ing from Boo, another squadron was
hasized the relationship
history of the Sierra up to the pres electricity, which woke up all cus
chorus and vocalists.
ethos of the Orientals as equal and the opening in the Studio Theatre of
reported to be advancing southward I
sdence tQ a philosophy
ent era, the Cenozoic. In the latter tomers, even Aunt Susie, that sleepy
interdednent with our own, we have Bobbin Gay Peck's production of
along the Poo Railroad with tne|u*
no right to a national opinion of Arthur Schnitzler's play, "The Af
part of the Mesozoic and the early old bag sitting back in the 119th
hope of reaching Moo by nightfall. ° » eyalue of Natural Science
their affairs. So long as we deny fairs of Aanatol." The cast includes
stages of the Jurassic period, under row behind the curtain. Good night,
An unofficial Brazilian spokesman! *
materialistic but the spiritual water volcanoes became active and all!
aPan the ri.ght.t0 her ^edom of Max Gobels, Kenny Stowell, Faye
At an election held a week ago Pacific Delegates
U
asserted tonight that guerilla attacks N
mora, ;nterpretation of the facts
movement with its own broad racial Lovegren, Jane Turner, Holly Von
large horizontal lava formations re
Wednesday, the recently organized
—" contingents in the I
These lead to the con- sulted.
group upon which we insist for pur- Ehrenberg, and Al Miller.
Then occurred, according to
Pacific co-operative elected Henry
selves (in our national expansion
Three acts cover three affairs of
Hobson president. Hobson, a senior, At Fresno Meet
four yards east of°tte <£ plateau).!elusion that therejs a^greM guiding Dr. Miller, a compression of the Ortman Donates
Monroe-Doctrine, and further yet, the amorous Anatol. Miss Miriam
,
,
or motivating spirit in the earth's surface—a lateral thrust
was chosen by the nominating com
are expected, to change
the
course mrinciole
principle ui
Second meeting of the Planning jour detestable foisting of Christian Hopkins performed a condensed ver
which pushed the volcanic rock up Rubber-Downer
mittee for his ability in several fields,
of the war within the next few universe called God
ward in a vertical position out of
including bookkeeping and manage Committee for the San Joaquin Val- missionaries upon people religiously sion of the play in "The Farewell
hours. The fact that Russia and
ley Junior College Conference will be superior to us) we must deny our- Supper" in a radio program of sev
the water, thus giving birth to the
West Memorial Infirmary is the ment.
Germany have a treaty priority on very convincing atrocities under such
predecessors of our present Sierra proud possessor of a valuable new
Other officers chosen were: house held at the Fresno Y. M. C. A., Sun- selves the right to judge,
eral weeks ago. It will be the pleas
rigid
supervision.
The
only
solu
the use of the field, and will open
The national history of Japan goes ure of the Studio Audience to see
Nevada peaks. These early moun piece of equipment destined to ease manager, Orville Fletcher; treasurer, day, February 13.
their first battle here on Sunday, in tion to this difficulty seems to be that
Representing the Stockton Junior back a time when Englishmen were I Miss Faye Lovegren i"nthe same role
tains were probably twice as high as the aches and pains of Pacific ath Irvin Grubbs; corresponding secre
dicates that the fighting
in the im each army might keep on hand a the Sierra today, as high as the Him
The scene of Anatol is set in the
letes. Donated to the school by Carl tary, Patty Mason; secretary, Janet College division of C. O. P. at the still painting themselves blue and
supply
of
children
for
purposes
of
mediate future will reach a ferocity
c
o
n
f
a
b
w
i
l
l
b
e
F
l
o
r
e
n
c
e
P
a
n
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,
B
a
r
d
r
e
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n
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e
a
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h
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r
s
.
.
.
t
o
t
h
e
1
7
th Centurv France a far crv fmm
Lehman.
Ortman
of
Hansel-Ortman
Co.,
the
alayas.
unparalelled since the Canado-Mexi- mutilation. Whenever interest threat
The co-operative, organized last bara Baer, Bill Becker. Joyce Dun- last manifest of the magnificent Chiother presentations of pSfc
In the late Jurassic and Cretaceous machine is a rubber-downer de luxe.
e
ened
to
flag
at
home,
the
usual
opera
can clash of last month . . .
The athletic - department extends September, has increased its mem kerley, S. C. A. secretary, and Dr. nese culture to the cadence of an Players this season.
One set is
periods,
igneous
masses
of
molten
tions
could
be
performed
in
the
spec
There is just one flaw in the mir
thanks to Mr. Ortman for his beni bership this semester and now in Harold Jacoby, faculty advisor, will instrument which has lain without planned and the show will be apror. In any good war you've^ got to ial photographer's arena reserved for metals pushed up through the vol
cludes over thirty boarders.
accompany the Pacific delegates.
music almost since that time.
propriately costumed.
canic strata to fill the fissures caused ficence.
have atrocities, and you can't have the purpose.
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PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY

REGISTRATION BLUES
was the hit tune of the past week to some thirteen hundred longsuffering students who beseiged seemingly impregnable registra
tion forts in an attempt to pursue so-called higher learning. It was
inevitable that in the course of a necessarily slow moving process
there should be some objections and general fault finding with the
system used. The human animal of recent vintage likes progress
with no delay and the waiting lines of the signing-up ordeal
weren't exactly conducive to mental quietude. The result was the
usual letter-to-the-editor reverberations in the school press.
Evidence that there might be something deserving correction in
the system comes from the multitude of suggestions which have
been showering in on all sides and from all types of students.
Although most of the suggestions have little basis for existence,
one or two seem to have some feasible points which would be well
to bring to light.
Some one has pointed out that in our little white registration
books, on the inside front page, there is a list of four suggestions
or orders to be followed in the course of registration. The last
in this group gives the order of the offices which are to be visited.
The student reads these instructions and takes them at face value
for the first few cards, which he distributes at widely scattered
outposts of educational enrollment. These offices coincide per
fectly at first with the order which the instructions on the inside
front page give as being the proper succession. But then the
enrolling student comes to several courses and personnel cards
which are to be left in the registrar's office. This doesn't fit in
with the order of the list of instructions, but he can see no reason
for his going to see, for instance, the Dean of Men before giving
the other cards to the registrar, so he goes to the registrar. He
isn't following the orders given on the inside front page, true,!
but he IS following the order of the cards in the book. He can't j
be too harshly condemned for following his course of action—it is
a perfectly logical conclusion on his part.
It is only right to consider the complications to the registrar's
office which naturally come from the work that office is forced to
do. To condemn the office for something which doesn't fit into
our idea of the scheme of things is being a bit radical. The
system has its good points as well as some few procedures which
might be corrected, and the way to correct these faults is to give
the suggestions to the registrar, not gripe for the sake of griping.
The immediate suggestions which come to mind are that the
cards in the registration book might be arranged in more ad
vantageous order and that it would be better from the student
standpoint to combine those scattered offices into one or two places
for the enrolling student to visit for his blanks.
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Valentine Day
Theme Of
Dance

Heads Dance

In a traditional Valentine setting
of hearts and flowers, member of
Tau Kappa Kappa and their guests
will dance to the music of Ken Little
and his orchestra tomorrow night.
Rooms of the house will be decorat
VISITORS
ed with myriads of red hearts of
Last Week found Keith MacDon- varying sizes, and guests entering
old back for a short visit; also two the dance will walk through strips of
Mu Zetas of a few years back—• red cellophane hung from giant Val
Helen Banks and Beulah Wilbur.
entines over the doorway.
In last week's issue, we neglected
to welcome the new profs and coach.
We're mighty glad they're here, too—
and we apologize for neglecting them
last week.

Thursday night, members and
pledges of Mu Zeta entertained their
fathers at their annual Daddy-Daugh
ter dinner.
We think the papas
should be made to wear dinks—they
are the perfect frosh . . . Incidentally
frosh, watch out for the big, bad,
tough, hard-hearted sophomorans . . .
The Mothers' Club of Alpha Theta
held their card party on Wednesday
without the benefit of electricity . . .
Bobbins Daily, former Seeopeer and
Mu Zeta pledge is heing honored at a
tea given by her mother at her home
in Oakland on Sunday—the guesses
are that it is to announce her mar
riage to Fern Skoubye, former St.
Mary's grid star—could it be . . .
Betty Booth, Jean Westrum, Frances
Hallmark, Bob Wentz, Jimmy John
son plan to spend the weekend in and
about the Bay region—not all together
though.
The Central California Ski Club
has engaged the services of Bill
Klein, noted Austrian skiier and in
structor, to give the club members
instruction on Sunday, weather per
mitting.

BIRTHDAY GREETINGS
To Betty Booth, who is Johnny
Reese's little Valentine. Happy birth
day, Betty, on Monday.
That's thirty for this week, thank
goodness.

Literary Society
Holds First
Meeting

IttnUlQI
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Members of the newly formed
Scroll and Stylus club met Tuesday
evening at the home of Walter
Wright for its first regular meeting.
Gladys Hughes, president, presided
over the meeting.
Bill Becker, Walter Wright, and
Tom Rippey presented the constitu
tion before the group for adoption.
Membership in the group is restrict
ed to those interested in creative
writing. Miss Patty Pierce and Miss
Eleanor McCann are faculty sponsors.
February 22, has been set as the
date for the next meeting, which
will be held at the home of Jeanne
Woodruff.
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Those attending were Gladys
Hughes, Walter Wright, Ingeborg
von Lobensels, Aileen Buoy, Bill
Becker, Betty Dixon, Tom Rippey,
Doris Marsh, Bob Davis, Jeanne
Woodruff, Bob Bastian, Dorothy Van
Gilder, Vernon Bean, Kenneth Vin
cent, Leslie Roundtree, Latta Ross,
Miss McGhan, and Miss Pierce.

Omega Phi Club
Meets Wednesday
Mothers and patronesses of Omega
Phi Alpha will meet next Wednes
day at the home of Mrs. Carl Hokholt on North Sierra Nevada Street.
Mrs. Carol Kirkman will preside at
the business meting.
Plans will be completed for
card party at the fraternity house
on the evening of March 12.
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The dance will be a semi-formal
event from nine to one. Commit
tees appointed by president Aline
Durst have been active in arrang
ing the affair. The Valentine dance
is an annual affair and is a tradition
of Tau Kappa.

For

EXPERT...
Watch & Jewelry
REPAIRING
RIGHTLY PRICED

Posted

were Tuesday last listening to Ziggy
Ellman doing that marvelous "Yid
dish Bazaar" trumpet solo in B.
Goodman's version of "Bei Mir." One
of those unbelievable things that lifts
"swing" into the so-called higher
realms of music. Although Good
man's Carnegie concert was not
thunderously received, there seems
to be no stopping this thing called
"swing." It appears to be capable of
playing • a definite part in the better
music of the future . . .
Speaking of music in the popular
manner, why doesn't some sponsor
put on that "Old Gray Bonnet?" . . .
Meaning why don't we get more of
Glen Gray and the Casa Lomans, the
only band that can match the Good
man crew . . . ? Tunes to watch:
If Dreams Come True" and
'Mona Kura," the haunting refrain
from "Hurricane."
Richard Crooks' excellent work on
the current Firestone series stamps
him as the outstanding radio tenor
in America at present. Catch some
of this beautiful voice next Monday
evening at 8:30. Wailenstein's or
chestra rates on a par with Kostelanetz's group, praise enough . . .
The job they do on Ray Scott's "Toy
Trumpet" (the outstanding novelty
number of the season, to our way
of thinking) is nothing short of mas
terful.
FLICKER FLUFF:
Fredric
continues to March across our local
screens this week and both "Buc
caneer" and "Nothing Sacred" rate
as good film fare, not go much be
cause of March but because both
have better than ordinary plots and
good casts. Lombard's work in "No
thing Sacred" establishes her as 'one
of the screen's leading commediennes
. . Both are worth seeing. Cur
rently showing is the much dis
cussed March of Time opus on Nazi
Germany, which is purported to be
the only uncensored film to come out
of Deutschland during the Hitler
regime. We shall see. Add to the
list of future tabs the all-Negro pic
ture starring Joe Louis in a true to
life tale, "The Spirit of Youth."

GAG ON THESE:

Fibber McGee, one of the least of
fensive of the radio zanies, is re
sponsible for this one.
McGee—Have you heard of the
President's new re-armament pro
gram?
Silly Watson—No, suh, what time

Poets
Can Now
Afford
Hair Cuts

'

i^Vj,/

Jewelers Since 1876
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r
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326 E. Main Street

And Out of College Humor to
You: Exhibit A:

First Drunk:—What did you shay
when you lost at shtrip poker last
night ?
Second
Blotto:—Boy,
I
shed
plenty!

"Nothing
Sacred"

Epsilon Pledges
Honored By
Dinner

Miss Marie Breniman entertained
Tuesday afternoon at a delightful tea
at her home on Euclid Street in honor
of her sister, Mrs. W. J. Miller of
Westwood Hills, Los Angeles. From
:30 to 6:00 o'clock, many had the
opportunity of making or renewing
the acquaintance of the visitor from
the southern city.
Roses, snapdragons, and sweetpeas
in shades of rose and lavendar deco
rated the tea table, which was set
with the lovely cranberry glass which
the hostess collects.
Mrs. Louis
Kroesck and Miss Nella Rogers,
friends of the guest of honor, pourMiss Patty Pierce and Miss
Grace Carter served.
Mrs. Miller is a farmer Pacific
student, and while on the campus she
majored in art. She is returning to
day to her home, but during her stay
in Stockton she has been the incen
tive of many charming affairs.

Exhibit B:

ed the centerpiece. The dining room
was lighted entirely with red candles,
carrying out the theme.
Following dinner the guests of
honor were formally initiated into
the sorority. New Epsilon Lambdas
are Marjorie Mainard, Margaret
Trabert, Merle Morton, Eileen Dan
iels, and Jean Lamb.
Marge Nichols conducted the cere
monies, and Mrs. Ethyl Flack is
house mother.

POEMS WANTED for new
poetry anthology. Plays and
Stories also considered. Ad
dress : Dept. AS; Editors—62
Grand Central Tnnex, New
York, N. Y.

Chas. Haas 8 Sons
JEWELERS

MONDAY, Feb. 14.—
Frosh Club Meeting
Anderson Hall, 7:00.
Rehearsal
Auditorium.
TUESDAY, Feb. 15.—
Chorus Rehearsal
Auditorium, 7:00.

Epsilon Event To
Honor Cast

the cast of "Mademoislle Modiste".
Miss Norma Bentley, a member of
that sorority, has the leading role.
Invitations have been extended to
members of the faculty and students
to attend. Evelyn King, vice-presi
dent and social chairman, is in charge
of the event. Marge Nichols is house
president

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 16.—
S. C. A. Meeting
Anderson Hall, 7:00.
Men's-Women's Relations
Anderson Hall, 4:00.
Dress Rehearsal
Auditorium.

Last evening, Mr. and Mrs. Tully
Knoles entertained Dr. and Mrs. Mil
ler at dinner. Enjoying the affair
with the host and hostess were Miss
Marie Breniman, Miss Lorraine
Knoles, Mr. Leslie Knoles, Miss
Marie Allen, and Dr. and Mrs. Allan THURSDAY, Feb. 17.—
Student Dance
Waldo.
Gym, 7:00.
Those who called Tuesday were
Basket Ball Game
Mesdames Bradford Crittenden, Hud
Davis.
son Smythe, Fred Farley, E. C. Stew
Folk Dancing—Dunkerly
art, John F. Blinn, Tully C. Knoles,
Anderson Hall, 7 :00.
Dwayne Orton, Irving Goleman, Vic
Mile. Modiste
tor Anderson, J. Stuart Moore, B. C.
Auditorium.
Allin, Harry M. Thomas, Amos A.
Stagg, Charles E. Corbin, Edmund
FRIDAY, Feb. 18 —
Frost, Allen W. Waldo, Dewey Pow
Mile. Modiste
ell, Joseph F. Johnson, R. H. Mumm,
Auditorium.
Ovid Ritter and Roy McCall.
Epsilon Reception
Misses Marie Allen, Ellen Deering,
House, 11:00.
Pearl Sifford, Vera Cass, Mary Doman, Mae Shaw, Monroe Potts Elea
nor McCann, Ethel Mae Hill, Ruth
Smith, Minerva Goodman, Miriam
Burton, Opal Berg, Marjorie Cobert,
Anna Harris, Lorraine Knoles and
Grace Ward.

fraternity pledges. Hostesses for the
event were members of the Mothers'
Club.

There'll be food—folks—food at
the "fireside meeting" which will be
held Sunday evening from 6-7 in the
S. C. A. rooms. Just think, a buffet
super for the infinitisemal sum of five
cents—one twentieth of a dollar. And
that's not all!! There will be an in
teresting discussion of "The Pres
ent Grading System." You can bring
all your ideas and opinions why you
think we should all get A's—or some
thing. Anyhow, we'll see you there.

Rushing Dates Set
By Pan-Hel
With the beginning of a new se
mester, plans are being completed by
the Pan-Hellenic Council for the
spring rushing event. At present, the
rushing program is scheduled to
begin February 20, with a formal tea
being held in each of the four houses.

Prof, and Mrs. Dwayne Orton, and
Dean and Mrs. James Corson.
Fifteen mothers of pledges attend
ed. They were Mrs. F. W. Evans
of Santa Paula, Mrs. G Harter and
Mrs Byron Yates of Berkeley, Mrs.
E. H. Lamb of San Jose, Mrs. E.
Denny of Burlingame, Mrs. Frank
Fine and Mrs. J. LeVand of Tracy,
Mrs. J. J. Vieira of Pittsburg, Mrs.
A. P. Reese of Lodi, and Mesdames
C. Bird, H. H. Briggs, W. H. King,
Claude Van Dyke, Zoe Latham, and
Frank Devine.
A short program was presented by
members and pledges of the house.
Norman Lamb and Gene Rotch gave
violin and trombone solos, Herman
Sapiro played the piano, and A1 Harkins acted as Master of Ceremonies.
The club is planning a bridge
party for some time in April. Their
next meeting will be held in March
to complete these plans.

At this point we're trying to liven and swirl seems to be the fashio»
up our winter clothes and make them note today. It's time for prints with
pass as mid-season garb until the a matching redingote . . shirtmaker
real spring comes along. Here are types are always good for the college
a few hints, and also a forecast girl. Naturally, skirts and sweaters
will never die, and the newest in the
of the things to come.
Use a vivid patent belt on the dark sweater line are the twin Botany yarn
dress to add color. Thin belts are jobs, imported from Scotland. They're
passing out of sight, and the wide- as fine as silk hose, and exquisitely
belted effect of a few years back is ribbed.
We have the same old colors under
quite good. If you are fortunate
enuf to own a Kelly green dress use these new names; stone blue, saddle
copper accessories ... or combine tan, forest green, mandarin, chow,
raspberry and pale blue. Hooray! electric blue and crushed lime. Hats
Metal is still in for afternoon and have definitely gone "Victorian" with
evening wear. Silver, copper and the forward tilt so beloved by our
gold metal mesh make brilliant grandmothers. Short and slick hair
gowns, even featuring diagonal stripe. is greatly demanded, but those of you
They can be cut with hi-necks, long who are loathe to part with your
sleeves, or copious fur trimmings— curls may still get away with them.
They do look especially smart under
all tending to give a slim effect.
Pleats are better than ever. They poke bonnets. And so to the end of
are made so that your waist will lour notes, but remember to flatter
look practically hand-span size. Swing I them—and they'll flatter you.

CLOWES' DAIRY
PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
ol the Finest in Dairy Products
Grade A Raw and Pasteurized Milk
Guarantee! Golden Guernsey Milk
Farm

WEST'S LANE

Feb. 20
Feb. 21
and 22
Actual Rushing.
Feb. 23
End of Rushing
Maf. 1
Silence
Mar. 2
to 4
Bids Out at 5 p. m
Mar. 4
Pan-Hel Dance open to all
pledges and members at
Stockton Hotel
Mar. -19
Rushees must have "C" or 1.
average. .
Signed
GENEVIEVE MORAN
President of Pan-Hellenic.

Archites to Hold
Radio
Dance Tomorrow
Archania's first dance of the spring
semester will be held Saturday night
in the form of a radio dance. Mem
bers and their guests will gather at
the fraternity house at 9:30 p. m. to
dance to the melodies offered by the
air waves.
Decorations will be in a. theme of
simplicity with colored lights to lend
atmosphere to the surroundings. The
dance will continue until twelve
o'clock, during which time coffee,
doughnuts, and other refreshments
wil be served buffet style.
Dick Bentley, newly elected vicepresident and social chairman for
this semester, will be in full charge
of the affair.
Assisting him in preparation for
this dance will be a committee of
Martin Shearer, Heine Dieckmann,
and Marion Akers.
The " refreshment committee will
consist of Phil Martinovitch, Roger
Baer, and Frank Nash. George Tomasini and Monty Ray will serve.
Complete plans are being formulat
ed at this time for an extensive
spring social season by Dick Bent
ley and his assisting committee. The
annual formal, informal, and week
end will be augmented by several
radio dances throughout the semester.
A large attendance is expected Sat
urday night to indicate the popular
ity of these dances. Honored mem
bers of the evening will be Roger
Baer and Frank Nash, active mem
bers of the greatest seniority in the
house.

Rushing Starts
Visiting Days

REASONABLY PRICED
at

SUNDAY, Feb. 13.—
Sunday Evening Meet
6:30.
Junior College Conference
Fresno.

S C. A. Sponsors The rooms were decorated with
spring flowers, and tea was served
to the guests. Greetings were ex
Fireside Meet
tended by Dr. and Mrs. Tully Knoles,

And that cuts us out!

LOOK!

SATURDAY, Feb. 12.—
Basket Ball Game
Reno.
Tau Kappa Informal
House, 8:30.
Archania Radio Dance
House.
Rehearsal
Auditorium.

Successfully continuing an annual
tradition, Miss Janet Cole was in
Honored guests at Rho Lambda
charge of the Big Sister activities
Phi last Sunday were mothers of new
on the campus.

Freshmen Invited Plans were formulated last night
at Epsilon Lambda Sigma for a re
To Mixer
ception next Friday night honoring
Three hundred invitations have
been extended to Freshman by the
Frosh Y club to attend a mixer to
night at 8:00 in Anderson Hall.
Jane Abbott, Ardis Singleton, Grant
Colliver, Betty Rae Stone, Orvill
Fletcher, and Buford Bush are in
charge of arrangements.

SOCIAL
CALENDAR

Pledges' Mothers
Guests Of
Rhizoma

First Executioner:—Is that so,
well, last week I cut off more heads
than you'll cut off in your whole
life.
Second Ex.—Listen, bud, I've
brought that old slicer down on the
crowned heads of five countries.
Third Ex.—Come, come, boys, let's
not talk chop.

Mesh
Rhinestone
Gold

and

Dean Fred Farley presented an in
spiring talk on "The Day I Followed
Him" at chapel Tuesday morning. He
built on the story of the little boy
with the fishes and loaf of bread
who gave his lunch to the Master
and then followed Him. Euville Enderlin played a trumpet solo entitled
"The Lost Chord" accompanied by
Erwin Ruff on the organ. Professor
J. Henry Welton sang "Awake, Put
on Strength," preceding the talk.
Eileen Daniels and Professor Allan
Bacon along with the A Cappella
choir assisted in making the service
a success.

does dat come on, suh?

Still GoingStrong!

TECHNICOLOR

J. GLICK & SON

A weekend retreat at Monte Toyon,
Dean Corson's cabin, was spent by
those who attended the Asilomar
Echoes meeting, February 5th and
6th. A continuation of discussions
held at Asilomar were led under the
leadership of Dr. G. A. Werner and
Erwin Farley, The two main topics
were International Affairs with Dr.
Werner and Student Affairs with Er
win Farley leading the discussion.
Plans were made concerning these
two problems in association with our
campus. Those who attended the re
treat were Jan Wright, Florence Sato,
Helen Hall, Alice Hall, Rae Hungerford, Beth Dodds, Rachel Martin,
Juliet Martin Miss Joyce Dunkerly, Erwin Farley, Harry Becker, Irvin Grubbs, Dr. Werner, and Dean
Corson.

Evening Bags

CAROLE

"You're a Sweetheart" was the
theme of the informal dinner last
night at Mu Zeta Rho when Dads
and Daughters met at six-thirty. The
Valentine motif was carried out in
the decorations and table appoint
ments.
Cecil Gave was general chairman
of the affair, and she was assisted
with decorations by Betty Boothe and
Nancy Greaves; and by Hertha
Rausch with the program.
Miss Ovena Larson welcomed the
guests with Genevieve Moran, presi
dent of the sorority. Those who en
joyed this annual affair were Alinde
Dohrmann, Mildred Harrison, Cecil
Gave, Pat Carson, Jane Wolff, Her
tha Rausch, Jean Westrum, June
Sprague, Betty Dixon, Doris Marsh,
Beverly McGhan, Lavonne Richard
son, Phyllis Liebman, Genevieve Mo
ran and Janet Cole.
Mssrs. George Dohrmann, J. C.
Harrison, J. C. Gave, Irwin Carson,
Everett Wolff, Carl Rausch, R. S.
Dixon, Dr. Goleman, McGhan, Dr.
Werner, Carlos LaMoine, Dean El
liott, Hillard Cole.

Pledges of Epsilon Lambda Sigma
Asilomar Reunion Dean Fred Farley were
the incentive for a lovely affair
in the Valentine motif when the
Talks At
Held
members presided over a formal din
ner in their honor last night.
At Monte Toyon Chapel Program Roses in the form of a heart form

Sierra Theatre
-in the—

'^A

Miss Aline Durst, president of Tau Kappa Kappa, will preside over
the annual Valentine Dance to be held tomorrow night in the rooms
of the house.

Golden Opportunity !!!
For C.O.P. Inlelligensia

MARCH

m

Patrons and patronesses for this
batter fantasy will be Mrs. Cora
Lynch, Miss Opal Berg, Miss Doris
Richards, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Gulick.
Members and their guests who will
smear syrup, butter, and goo over
everybody and everything will be:
Roberta Ball, Roy Berry, Pat .Millberry, Del Wescott, Dorothy Mietle,
Herman Gaumnitz, Phillis Grimshaw, Art Trish, Dorothy Phillips,
Dick Patriquin, Maryly Lyons, For
rest Darby, Lora Lou Cbilds, Rudy
Rivera, Barbara Foster, Dick Morrall,
Pat Seavcrs, Jerry Cicinato, Betty
Kreling,
Deane
Terry,
Adrian
Squires, Jess Gidley, June Lane, Gor
don White, Faye Lovegren, Howard
Thurston, Ruth Helwig and George
Bralye.

(Continued from Page 2)

SKI SHOTS

RAG

Beginning the new semester on
the College of the Pacific campus,
Omega Phi Alpha will present its an
nual waffle party tonight.
New blue-bloods of Omega Phi
under the direction of Doug Cassitt
and Bill Dean will give to their up
per classmen, brothers, and guests,
the results of a hard "daze" work
the kitchen. Over steaming hot
stoves and heated irons, these pledges
will turn out the well known Ameri
can breakfast dish. Rich golden but
ter and flowing amber syrup will
sweeten up the evening for those at
tending.
The talented neophytes will offer
entertainment in their novel and
characteristic style. Between waffles,
dancing will be the order of the even
ing, and the radio will furnish the

Programs will also carry out the
Valentine theme in colors of red and
silver. The dining room will be con
verted into a lounge, hung with
hearts" and decorated in red and
white. In one corner will be a minia
ture red bar behind which soft drinks
will be served.

Keeping

lectio

Batter Reigns Mu Zeta Rho MissBreniman
At Omega
Dinner
Entertains
Phi
Honors Dads At Tea

APOLOGY

WHAT'S DOING

3

Campfire Trains
Leaders

1261

Miss Helen Lussenden, Executive
Secretary of Camp Fire Girls, will
give a leadership training course be
ginning Wednesday evening, Febru
ary 16th, at 7:15 in'the S. C. A.
rooms. Preceding this meeting at
7:00 she wishes to meet all those
interested in Camp Counselorships
for the summer camp at Silver Lake.
She will give out application blanks
at that time. The other meeting will
be from 7:15-8:15 for those wanting
to learn leadership. There will be
about 10 of these meetings.
COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S
339 Eaat Mala
. . JEWELERS

College
Book Store
For

-N

Phone

SEE

Tennis Racquets
Tennis Balls
Swimming Caps
And

Gym Suits

CASABA GAB:
So Pacific is leading the Far West
ern melon circuit? So what? Yeah,
that's what we said . . "so what?"
In our opinion, the Tigers won
handily from a team that was abso
lutely terrible. In the opening min
utes of_ Friday's game the Wildcats
showed that any team with the ability
to tank the casaba can make a mon
key out of the Tiger. Certainly, and
when the Chicans couldn't hit the side
of a barn, not to mention a thin rim,
ye Bengal went to town.
But Nevada's Wolves of the
hardwood are going to play a hard
game tonight. They're going to
be on their own court. They're
going to show the same brand of
big-appling, a smart brand, that
No, neither Houdini nor Mandrake were around, but the unbelievable'
they've been dishing out all "se
mester." They're going to feed occured last Friday and Saturday nights when the Bengal basketeers of
our Tiger the same Wolf medicine Pacific shellacked last year's Far Western melon champs, Chico State, in
that San Jose, U. S. F., and Fresno two games, S0-2S Friday evening, and 41-23 the following night. It was
grudgingly took. Pacific is going a complete reversal of the form Tiger casaba chasers had shown in six
to see Kolbus, Kolbus, and more weeks of play, and it cut short a 9+
Kolbus. "Pretty Boy" Kolbus, the fray losing streak.
a mere four points but gave promise
baby faced assassin of Nevada's
At the outset of Chico game num of bigger things.
casaba Wolfpack who gave C. O. ber one, it looked like our homey
The second half was very close,
P. such a headache last year is Cats were still riding along and ga
Pacific scoring 18 digits to 16 for the
going to spread it around again thering moss.
Acker's
Wildcats
visitors. Evidently Chico had snap
. . . and baby, he can spread it tanked seven points before Pacific
ped
out of her earlier slump for she
around.
could say "boo." Then the Tiger
showed a marked improvement in all
And so, with a two-game win cagers awoke.
divisions of play.
streak our league-leading Cats traipse I LUISETTI GOOD TOO
CHICANS
SHOW CLASS
to Reno proud as the proverbial peaSparked by an Oakdale hotshot
cock. But how many times has that named Mike Parsons, Pacific's hoop
On the whole, this conflict was a
same peacock been knocked-off? Oh, has soon found themselves in the ball bit sloppy and poorly played. If any
so many. Personally, lending that | game. This tyke scored twelve points thing, Chico appeared to have the
unbiased attitude that has gotten us ;n the first half, "bucket number
edge in defense and offense, but
into plenty of hot water, we say Pa- coming as the ' timer's pistol said they couldn't hit the bucket while the
cific
... will, take
, it
,T on. the
,. chin twice i "pop". The last Parsons' tally in the Tigers fairly layed into it and made
this week-end. No foolin. Of course, first frame forged Pacific into the many of their attempts count.
that makes us sound cheap, and lead, interim count reading Chico 19,
Rippon's ten points earned him
ratty , and very traitorous. But C. O P 21
scoring honors, and Stenberg, Chico
that s how the situation sizes up to
Francis must have fed the Bengals forward and "big gun," was second
our lenses, and wrong as we may be dynamite during the rest period, for highest with eight.
we still stand by what looks like the the Jungle Felines played a second
Box score:
goods to us. After all you can't half that had the spectators first
Pacific
G. Ft. P.
ieat figures and Nevada has it over gaping then acclaiming. They out
Rippon, f
4 2 10
Pacific like a blanket over a pmhead. scored Chico 29-6 in the final frame,
Parsons, f
3 1 7
,
* *. *
I aud actually looked remarkable,
Dunlap, c
1 2 4
rresnos meritorious play against Everything they threw, well, almost
Koehler, g
1 1 2
Nevada last week shows that the everything, tickled the mesh for
Doyle, g
Raisin Cityers haven t got a. "bug" points that became larger and large
Hoffman, f
1 4 6
in their head when they say they are in number,
Avery, c
1 0 2
laying claim to division spoils this PARSONS,- RIPPON HIGH
McWilliams, c
0 2 2
nnHS°l J hV? f.'am0ring for SH Parsons ran his total scoring to
Adamina, g
0 1 1
rorHin t
T y0U me' ac" 16 for the evening, as he galloped
the pSi i° scores and game reports Qff with high point honors. Paul
Totals
14 13 41
keen nnf tl going t° be hard Rippon, Mick's forward mate, played

Tigers Twin-Kill Chico;
Head Far West Circuit
Francismen Show Sudden Return to

Form; Drub Wildcats, 50-25, 41-23

If Pacifir
r °nC +£
the
Wolf £ur£ thi?L5p
P„°LhU/mhVS^eek:3nd WC a,re

°T

^ game in place
f Hoffman and canned 10 markers
A1
Schlueter, Chico's soph guard
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,ast

half

**"el,bt
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be fought for right here in Pacific
Pacific
G. Ft. P.
Gym, when Tiger matches maple
Hoffman, f
1 3 5
maneuvers with Bulldog. Well,
Parsons, f
8 0 16
aside from the fact that Fresno
Dunlap, c
1 0 2
is definitely a strong contender,
Doyle, g
1 0 2
we shall see what we shall see
Koehler, g
1 0 2
* * *
Rippon, f
3 4 10
A LETTER. . .
McWilliams, c
3 1 ^
from a Frosh footballer and casaba
Adamina, g
2 0 4
chaser, whose name we shall not
Dahl, g
o 2 2
mention. It struck us as being quite
funny, and if you have a sense-aTotals
20 10 50
humor, you too can be the life of the
party. Or something . . . here it is,
Chico
G Ft. P.
so laugh . . .
Stenberg, f
3 o 6
^Myself at the age of 35—
Swensen, f
,
0 1
"My life ambition is to be a
Whitmer, c
1 3
Forest Ranger.
That has been
Schlueter, g
3 2
my desire to be for quite a few
Sigel, g
1 o
years. My uncle is one and that
Schoenfeld, f
0 1
is what gave me the idea of being
Behnke, c
1 0
one. My parents disagree with me
in this line of work. They want
Totals
9 7 25
me to settle down in some busi-1 CATS CUT ITP ACATXT
CUT UP AGAIN
ness. They have lived on a ranch1
I. Cbico's maple forces must have
all of their lives so I tmpcc
r-__
™ey |been stunned to pieces by the Orange
expect me to be a farmer after I anH
Black onslaught they encoun
I have lived on one for 19 years. '
tered Friday night, because they just

touching 5 An^mhTeTic.'an's^lniTi'r'.n |iSt|°°d ?\0Upd he!pjef tbe next even"
g while Francis fascinating flingthe rare . . .
ers cleaned up. again around Pacific
* * »
WISE GUYS 1
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runeditor of the Stockton" Record!' spiffed ^sack^ "'H *
^
1
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'
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Chico
Stenberg, f
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Whitmer, c
Schlueter, g
Taylor, g
Schoenfeld, f
Totals

.
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0 2
0 0
1 0
3 0
1 3
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Face Sonora, Agg
Colts This Week
After being slightly scorched by
the Lodi Flames last Tuesday night,
Chris Kjeldsen's Tibabes have been
busily preparing for their future en
gagements, which should prove to be
very tough ones. Tomorrow night
the Frosh travel to Sonora High
School, to encounter a reputedly
strong quintet, while next Ihursday
and Saturday nights they tangle with
the Aggie Frosh.
According to Ralph Francis, var
sity coach, Sonora has a very classy
outfit. Among their victims this sea
son are Oakdale, Bret Harte, and
Manteca. The two lads that the Ti
babes will have to beware of are
Fletcher and Fletti, who have been
the spark-plugs of Coach Dawson's
team.
Although the Frosh beat
Sonora last year, they will have a
tough battle on their hands when
they meet them tomorrow night.
Not much advance information is
known about the Aggie Frosh, al
though they are known to have a
strong outfit. Among their victories
this season are two wins over the
Chico State Frosh team.
So it's Sonora High School tomor
. . . plus a few other natty remark s, must have hit the deck when this
action photo was snapped during t he C. O. P.-Chico fray last Satur- row night and the Aggie Frosh next
day. Stenberg (14), gapes for Chi co, while McWilliams (21) gropes Thursday and Saturday nights—a
busy schedule for the Tibabes.
for Pacific. Tigers won 41-23.
^

Weather Hinders
Spartan Track

By GREGG PHIFER
About thirty aspiring advocates of
the cinder sport are practicing regu
larly—off the cinder path.
Coach
Earl R- Jackson, now engaged in
directing their activities, uses only
one word to describe both weather
and track, "Terrible." Until the wea
ther shows signs of relenting, track
workouts will consist mainly of con
ditioning exercises.

9 23

Frosh Defeat
Yuba, Lose
To Lodi

The fact that even during the pres
ent period of inclement weather such
a relatively good-sized group turns
out shows that good weather will
mean a squad approaching Jackson's
earnestly desired sixty candidates.
"The interest shown is very en
couraging, especially copsidering the
adverse weather," he said.

A free throw by Barre Stevens in
a three minute overtime period gave
the Frosh Tibabes a well-earned
30-29 victory over a Yuba J. C.
quintet last Saturday night.
Chris Kjeldsen's hoopsters led
throughout the game until the final
five minutes of play when Lane of
Yuba J. C. tanked a field goal to tie
things up at 27-27.
Monnie, catlet
forward, and Larver of the Yuba
squad sank successive field goals, as
the regular playing period ended with
the score tied at 29-29.

Pacific Goes
To Fair

Jupiter Pluvius Dunks
Track Practice Plans
Cinder Hopefuls

P.
8
2
0
2
6
5

Frosh Basketballers

CALLING ALL PIGSKINNERS
Several football men are working
out with the track squad now, and
athletic authorities hope that more
will participate in the conditioning
work before spring football starts on
March 1. The suggestion from Ben
gal sports headquarters is that any
interested in participating in both
track and football come out now and
get in the preliminary work. After
football is over, it will be too late for
new men to be of much service to the
track squad.

LEADERICH HIGH AGAIN

"Menu" Released
San Jose, February 10.—San Jose
State's varsity track and field forces
will be in for a season of high class
competition, including three nation
ally famous championship affairs, ac
cording to the thirteen-meet schedule
relased by Graduate Manager Gil
Bishop.

Spurred on by the majestic gran
deur of that famous name and per
sonage, Amos Alonzo Stagg, officials
of the 1939 San Francisco Exposition
have instituted a day to be called
"College of the Pacific Day", in
honor of Football's and Pacific's
"Grand Old Man."
Students of Tiger Town will par
ticipate in the ceremonies, giving
various exhibitions and styles of
entertainment for the huge assemb
lage that is expected. It may be
that Stagg's '39 gridsters will prance
and strut their stuff, as well.
A mighty gesture to a worthy man.

HUGH McWILLIAMS

BOB ADAMINA
For the benefit of a few ma'sculine
readers (if anybody reads this) who
have not as yet had the pleasure,
allow us to present Bob Adamina'
varsity basket bailer. He is the tall',
dark and handsome Appolo with the
waving arms and the bronzed com
plexion. Now you know.
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Headquarters for those
Happy Holme Dairy'
Products
-ON EL DORADO.

andlf'fh f°r duty th!s Fal!? Yes, Acceptance for mailing at special
start for/v0"! 'VKI , 'V a grand rate of Postage provided for in Sec1 pIayer who I tion 1103 October 3, 1917 authorized
He/,.
?'
autnonzea
deserves the chance
chance to
to show
show his
!,;» met
mot. .
October 24, 1924.
tle to other folk.
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WANTED
Chinese or Japanese man student
for houseboy work. Good home:
good wages. Phone 327. Mrs. Powell.

Entered as second-class matter Octo
ber 24, 1924, at the Post Office at
| Stockton, California, under the Act
of March 3, 1879.
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50
A YEAR.

to Survive1?"

Christianity

fcc
of the
Destined |

"Dipping into the Future-a Dream I
of the Church Universal" will be the
topic of the address at the Unitarian |
Church, Pacific at Bristol, this Sunday at 11 o clock.

Blue Ribbon
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 3013
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"International
Settlement"
—with—
DOLORES DEL Rio
—and—

"Every bod y's
Doing It"
with
PRESTON FOSTER

the b
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°aiice, it

On the other end of the score
board we find a tough, hard-hitting
casaba crew.
The University of
Nevada. A team that has defeated
San Jose once and U. S. F twice
two fives that thoroughly laced Pacine.
Ndvada will more than likely be
carrying a hangover from the one
hresno defeat, and it is possible that
they will find the Bengal a likely ab
sorber for their wrath. Anyhow, it's
certainty, that the Wolves are no
pushovers and can play hard-to-beat
basket ball without being spurred
by artificial "shocks."
Reports have it that Radovich is
Nevada s ace in the hole.
How-
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Prep for
March 18 Meet
With the Frosh swimming team
turnout very gratifying, Coach Chris
Kjeldsen has hopes of turning out a
Freshman swimming team of cham
pionship calibre. Although the first
meet isn't slated until March 18,
practice is being held twice each
week until after the basket ball sea
son is completed, when daily prac
tices will be held.
Heading the list of candidates for
.the team are two former Stockton
High School swimming stars, Wayne
Bird and Van Dyke.

Both of these

boys have shown up well in practice
and a good many points can be
looked for from these two lads. Two
other men who have looked good in
early practices are Humphrey and
Jacobson, who hail from Lodi.
1 he first meet for the Frosh will
be a three-way affair with the Pacific

varsity and the San Jose varsity
swimming squad. Other meets that
will probably be held are engage
ments with Stockton High School,
Lodi High School, Turlock High
School and other surrounding schools
having swimming teams of the same
calibre as the Frosh.
The Frosh, although they lost most
of their meets last year, which inci
dentally was the initial year of Frosh
swimming, are looking forward to a
much more successful season this
spring. Any Frosh having any talent
in the way of swimming is urged to
sign un
sign
up with
with n,r,-o
Chris Kjeldsen as soon
as possible.
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Ralph Francis and his Bengal hoopers are going to try their luck in Ren0
this week-end. They are going to chance it all, when they bounce the
basketball with Nevada's "wicious Wolves" tonight and tomorrow night
in a Far Western Conference series.
It's do or die, and Reno is a toughtown for that. Many a highhat has
come out of the "divorce capitol"-^
flatter than the talked-about pan- two in this series, sweep it, will more
cake. And Pacific is taking a con likely than not go on to the conferference lead, equivalent to the high ence crown. If they split, bystanders
hat, into the famous little town.
believe the race may develop into a
TIGERS RATE
three-corner tie with Pacific, Fresno
Last week, the Cats came up with and Nevada sharing the lead.
a twin-killing of Chico. This en
So, once again, C. O. P. must hit
tirely eliminated the Wildcat squad the nail on the head. C. O. P. must
from the running for Far Western come through with flying colors, for
honors, and established Francis' cag she is on the spot The little blue
ers as a solid contender. However, discs are nudging the line, so roll it
they are not so firmly
established rouletteer.
that they can be said to be invincible
FAR WESTERN
in this league.
BASKETBALL STANDINGS
Practice this week saw two regu
Team
W.
lars drop into the disabled list. Paul
L.
Pet.
Rippon, smooth little forward, bruis PACIFIC
2
0
1.000
ed a thigh which may keep him from
3
1.
.750
seeing action tonight. Lloyd Hoff
1
1
.500
man, tow-headed forward received a
?,
4
.333
scalp wound that will deter him from Cal.
0
2
.000
playing. This will leave Francis right
behind, the eight ball, unless the two
aforementioned men stage sudden re
coveries.

A bright light, however, is the re
turn of Hal Kniveton. Hal received
a severe shoulder hurt in the first
five minutes of play in the second
Santa Clara contest, about two and
a half weeks ago. He had been out
since then, only beginning to practice
again this week. There is a good
chance that he will do maple duty
in Reno tonight, a fact that will
boltser Pacific s possibilities of win
ning tremendously.
A starting lineup for the two frays
would include Tigers Parsons and
Rippon at forwards, Dunlap at cen
ter, and Koehler and Doyle at guards.
Kniveton or McWilliams, or both,
may break into the opening quintet.
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Tomorrow in Reno; Close Outcome Promised

TW' TV S, W^te^ is inclined to believe
Bob is another of the all-around that Dick Kolbus,- baby-faced forboys, combining football, basket ball
ke rea h0t P tato of the
It was he who scored IS
and track, to say nothing of unusual team
Joe carries on when pounding the adaptivity to such minor sports _
to Lad r SatUrday niSht
Fresno
hardwood just about the same as he
to lead Ins squad to a last minute
tennis. In basket ball, he is another victory over the Bulldogs.
does on the gridiron. Full of the
old "Hubba Dubba" spirit he keeps of those promising sophomores, hav
Other Wolves who will probably
everyone on his toes and meanwhile, mg shown plenty of ability on the
gUard mate
Rad"'- l?6
plays about as consistent a game as frosh squad last year and plenty of of
of
Rf/Wh, John Robb, forward
you could ask for. His best shot is
and
Elmer
Bawden
at
ecnter.
'
improvement since. His height and
a pivot shot under the basket which
FELINES
MUST
WIN
he seldom misses. He excells on de weight make him an ideal guard and
Therefore, the team that can take '
fensive work.
his long arms are plenty useful underneath the basket.
RUGGED RED BLUFFER

The game was one of the best and
Any person wishing to be
fancy smoothest played by "Kjelly" 's kit
come manager of the Track
tens this season. An outstanding
team, will kindly see coach
feature of the contest was the fact
Earl R. Jackson at once.
Using BuddyTcitch.
™tC?n.teSt lead\ Amon* the new that there were only six personal
fouls
committed
throughout
the
en
News, as their
Parsons-to-DoyIe, that tallied tire game, three being made by each
Prunes have attacked Pacific's
Elaborate preparations are being
team.
letic policy.
made for conditioning the track. A
High
point
man
for
the
contest
They say we're desperate,
and
defP"ate- and
quantity of sand has been secured
"
the r il
put the "clunck" onto Nevada's Long was Leaderich who scored
f
twelve for use on the track. After it has
school
v
the Pacific, a John Radovich. This baby will take
points for the Frosh. Bob Saling been spread, the track will be gone
played a grea
f defensive game,lover to a depth of two inches with
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Bengals Clash with Wolves Tonight,

NEVADA TOUGH NUT

BENGALITES

i.

jVhe Panama

fof»a

KNIVETON BACK

Introduci nq

A busy boy is this McWilliams lad
from up-country, who is otherwise
known far and wide under the unique
appelation of "Joey Boy". No more
had he taken his last wind sprint
on the football field than he had
to don a short-panted outfit and start
chasing basket balls up and down the
gym floor. Basket ball season will
end the last of this month but just
in time for spring practice. During
late spring and summer the "Big Boy"
plays baseball to stay in condition.

C. 0. P. Defends Lead
Against Nevada U.
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Spring,Like Love,
IsJust Around the Corner
(So the Papers Say)
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